
INTERVIEW WlTH ADRIAN LEFTWICH 

TAPE #1 

SIDE A OFT APE 

MG: Thi5. is Magnus Gunther. lt's August the 3rd 1992. rm at York University, England, 

and I'm interviewing Adrian Leftwich. Adrian. I think if it's okay with you. what we'll just 

do is talk back ::ind forth with this. If you can just, from time to time, l think we are all 

right. We ' ll test this again. but I think at this distance we're fine. Just keep an eye on this, 

and every now and again I will too to make sure it's running. 

IL: Right. 

MG: Adrian, I've gone over this with yoL1 before and I thought, and this was, ::ind I 

thought it was okay with you that we talk a little about your background, you know. 

where did you grow up, um you know, what kind of schooling you had. Maybe a little bit 

without you know necessarily going into n whole psycho-analytical exercise, relations with 

parents and so on. which would give omeone hearing this a bit of a sense of why you got 

involved in liberal politics; how did you, you know. why. why did you find your outlets in 

politics, and particularly why liberal. why didn · t, you know, why not perhaps other 

politic ? Okay, plug in. 

LONG INTERRUPTION - BLANK TA PE 

SIDE B OF TAPE 

MG: This is side, this is u continuation of the interview with Adrian Leftwich, side two. 

Adrian, we were. talking about the period roughly from July l 962 to, then on to 1963 and 



the kinds of actions you undertook: you mentioned the Lhree. the three actions on the 

railway and the radio tower. Any others that you can lhink of,---------------------------? 

AL: Then there were some. there were some. two pylons. two pylons in the, near 

Somerset West which we did quite successfully, except one-------------------------- didn ·t 

go off; I was stupid and went back the next night, two nights later and did it. ll was 

successful. 

MG: Yea. 

IL: That was, that's the sign of lack of professionalism. 

MG: Yea. 

AL: You never return: a) the things could have blown up enough in our faces and b) the 

police later told me that they had been waiting. 

MG: But had just missed you or------------------------------

AL: Missed us------------------------------------------

MG: It was pure luck? 

AL: Yes. 

MG: Extraordinary! 

AL: Now. that may have been false. 

MG: False, yea. 

AL: They may not have, but I believe it; I mean it would be the obvious thing to do, I 

mean just simple detective work would say wait, see if they come back. 

MG: Wait and see if they come back. sure. 

AL: Or do any more ------------------------ -----------------------
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MG: Yah. 

AL: Take a look ... 

MG: Yes. 

AL: Heaven knows what ... 

MG: What were those things like, was there a sort of a high and ---------------------~ '! 

AL: Oh, it was very high. It was very. very high. 

MG: Exciting? 

AL: Very exciting, stuff that we very carefully prepared; the rucksacks would have to be 

packed carefully; we had gloves to stop fingerplints: we had ~-------------------------. 

somebody would drop us: we'd then slog through the bush--------------------------------

----- and set it up; go back with a particular rearranged time. get in the c,u and go home. 

MG: Who picked ollt Lhe sight, was that someone separate who would always pick out the 

sight? 

AL: No. there was. there was. each of. each of the cell& would identify sights and then the 

regional committee of this, the planning committee which was sort of--------------------

would say yea that' s -----------------------------------------------------------------

MG: Yea, yea. yea. And uh, did you think every , this is. this is a sort of a pop psychology 

question, but do you think all the people got off the high and the excitement of it or were 

there some who were really scared of what they were doing while they were involved in 

it? 

AL: I think we were all scared to some extent. but it was a scared, a thrill. 



MG: A thrill , yah. 

AL: I can't speak for others. [ mean ... 

MG: Yah .. 

AL: I remember Ed, Spike aying that he did nol wanl to go out one night or. but, but, 

but. I think that was. I think Spike had a very genuine sense of, this is dangerous. 

MG: Oh, he did'' 

AL: I think Spike general!y did. 

MG: Yah, and so he wa<; rnore cautious perhaps, in a sense? 

AL: Yes, he was much more sensible. 

MG: Yea, yea. that is interesting. 

AL But at the same time there was a real dare-devil in him. 

MG: Yea, and he was a close friend of yours then? 

AL: Yes, we were very good friends. 

MG: Yea. and so otherwise the operations were fairly professionally done in a sense, uh ... 

AL: Yah, when they were done, they were Jone; they worked and things blew up. 

MG: Yea. 

AL: They were clone. some bits of it were unprofessional in that, the way we kept the 

dynamite, for example, may have been-----------------------------

MG: I wanted to ask about that; where did you get it and what did you .. . 

AL: It came, it came. dynamite came down from the Transvaal. It had come down. I think 

somebody had driven it down, uh ... 

MG: Yes. it had been stolen from a quarry I think, some of it. 
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AL: Yes, and then we got this plastic explosive in from Britain. 

MG: That came ... 

AL: We never got to use it. 

MG: Never got to use it? 

AL: Never got to use it. 

MG: It came too late? 

AL: Yes, it came very shortly before rhe end. 

MG: How did that come through? Did that come through the ... 

AL: Came in lhe hottom of, a-------------- bottom ... 

MG: Of a suitcase? 

AL: Well no. of a packing case which had crockery in it 

MG: Oh yes, that was the Burmens then I think who sent that; but no, no, people had been 

trained in the use of that as well? 

AL: Yes. 

MG: Yea. 

AL: Again by Watson, 

MG: By Watson? 

AL: Yea. 

MG: But you don ' t remember Watson actually ever being involved in a in an, in an actual 

action --------------------------------------------------- r ·-------------------- -----

AL: I don' t think, that maybe wrong, but I don ·c think so. 
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MG: Yea, because he may just-------- the function of training people; maybe that wa:-. 

his main commitment. 

AL: He may have come out one night but I cannot recall it. 

MG: Yea, yea, and then, what did, how did, did you have a method for hiding youi 

dynamite or were you scalter-brained'.1 

TL: We hired a lock up garage. 

MG: You hired it, uh-huh. 

TL: Yea, and that's where it was kept. 

MG: Uh-huh, and that's where Lynn------------ then went after she left your 11at on 

_______________ ______________________ ? 

IL: No, she had some stuff at her place too; but everything was explosives. She just had ... 

MG: Some detonators? 

IL: Some detonators; they were --------------------------------- kept separate. 

MG: So some people had detonators in their homes? 

AL: Yes. 

MG: And was that regarded as risky or? 

AL: Yes. but tolerable risk. 

MG:Mmmm. 

AL: I mean ------------------------------------------------. 

MG: Yea. 
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AL: But the dynan11te { think was beginning to sweat a bit. I am told: that ·s when it gets 

dangerous; some chemical reaction occurs and a bit unstable, and when they found it too"

it off to the countryside. They blew it off, 

MG: And blew it off? 

AL: They showed a photograph, once. I saw a photograph. it was huge like crazy. 

MG: Yea. 

IL: So, there were three main attacks that we did: it was the 10wer ... 

MG: The tower, the railway stations and Somerset West. 

IL: The tower, tbe railway lines. yes. not the lines, the cables not the railway lines.just the 

cable~ and ---- ------------------------------------------ ---------

MG: Yea, yea. 

AL: And there were other things. 

MG: Sure. Now at some point two things are starting to happen. I am presuming: one is 

there is a need for more money and equipment from England or from Europe and also my 

sense of it is that as people started saying hey, we have got to rethink what we are doing 

or? 

AL: Yes. 

MG: That, that some kind of internal rethinking ... 

AL: Yes. 

MG: Can we deal with either one of those? 

AL: Sure, I mean I have no recollection of. the money came from Britain, I don't know 

how it came ... 
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MG: And you don't know who iL came to? 

AL:No. 

MG: It was just there and ... 

AL: How it came in, maybe, l mean, maybe we had a post box, a-------------

which was Lmder a false name. 

MG: Yes. 

AL: It came to that and was put in a post savings bank or something. 

MG: But it would have been sent lo Randolf anyway l presume, yes. 

AL: Probably, probably, and it may have not come to Cape Town, it may have gone to 

Johannesburg and then it came down; I don't know what. how it actually came in. 

MG: You had a fair bit of, all right, let me just Jet you go on on the money; then. however, 

later on in 1963 ah some months before you were arrested you, when would that have 

been, maybe in March 1953/1963? 

AL: 1963. What? 

MG: When you went to Brussels'! 

IL: Yes. Okay. r think I had finished NUSAS and 1 am preny sure I had. So ... 

MG: Yah. 

IL: Yes, because I had Lo. I would have been doing my honors at Cape. Town with--------

MG: And you go and you get a ticket through the Canadians you rhmk, through the ... 

IL: Well, no, it was KLM; it just arrived at the KLM office in ... 

MG: In Johannesburg? 



1L: No, it was Cape Town. It w~ on ------------------ street. There was an office just 

tu-oun<l the corner. Somebody. you would have sent it or an-anged to send it. 

MG: Yea, l would have arranged to send it. Yea. 

IL: Yes. 

MG: And we meet in Brussels? 

AL:---- ------- ---------------------------------------------------------

M G: And you distinctly remember meeting me with ... 

AL Yes, certainly. 

MG: Whoever the person was, we met in ------------- ---------------------------------

AL: Someone called ---------------------------------------------------------

MG: Oh yah. It was a big, big tall dark fellow, yes, Hoffman! 

IL: Who was he? 

MG: He was u former president of the USNSA but also was then the representative of 

U.S. Intelligence. Army lntelligence in Europe who had taken over from a fellow called 

Harry --------- ---- --- ---------------whose name, do you know, how, that --------------

-------------------. He was, he was the chairman of the foundat ion for Youth and 

Student Affairs which was the foundation that financed much of----------------

work for many, many years and then became a tremendous source of scandal because it 

turned out that in fact it had been largely but not completely a CIA front organization to 

fund anti-Stalinist youth and student organization, so it was with Hoffman that... 

AL: I think it was Hoffman. That' s a name that rings a bell. 

MG: All right. a tall. very dark fellow? 



AL: Yes. 

MG: Yes. okay. and what, and the Americans were obviously just very interested Ln 

getting information about this organization? 

{L: That is what. .. 

MG: Any memories of suspicion on your part about these people or you accept them 011 

trust because ... 

IL: Yes. 

MG: And um ... 

IL: Why, do you? Have yoll ever wondered? 

MG: No, no. I mean I knew they were using us to get information about any organization 

in the world that was of interest to the CIA: they, you know. all, every report I ever did 

for -------------obviously landed up in the CIA files, you know; 1 mean 1 was meeting 

trade union leaders in Morocco and political pa11y people in Algiers and all that kind of 

thing. when [ was working, so I had tremendous access and I was reporting to -----------

and ------------------through its Americans was sending the reports back and no question 

about that. Anything I thought of at one time was that John Shingler and I got together at 

one point to write a document which I have never been able to discover in which we were 

trying to raise money for the ARM and we wrote a sort of a political analysis ... 

AL:---------------- ---- ----------------------- was he involved? 

MG: No be wasn ' t. not in the AR.Iv!. 

AL: Why. because he was never asked or? 
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MG: l don' t know. J don't know, well we were trying to raise J guess money, hroadly 

speaking. for contact Liberal Paity and actually I am not even sure he knew about the 

ARM but the document was ,upposed to be used for the same thing. I would have to ask 

him some time. Okay, let's go to Brussels: so you don't remember much about that 

discussion except being that... 

IL: Cenainly about the organization and contact with the ANC. with the PAC ... 

MG: They were interested to know how. how extensive things were and so on? 

AL: There was, at that time you must remember there was talk about kind of whether one 

should move into gue1Tilla warfare ... 

MG: Yes. 

AL: And what that could mean for thirty-five Whites ---------------------------------------. 

It was unbelievable that we, but whether in fact there were linkages wit11 the PAC ... 

MG: Yea. 

AL: And that's where T think Randolf!->----------------

MG: Transkei? 

AL: ~ ----- ------ --------------- -- ---- ---- ------------------ --were involved. 

MG: See. 1 have never asked Randolf enough about that; he is quite c ircumspect in some 

ways ... 

AL: Quite cagey, yeah. 

MG: Yeah. 

AL: Well it might have still relevance today you see, politit:ally. 

MG: Well it could. it could. 
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lL: Will you see Randolf before you go? 

MG: Yea, I'm going to see him tomorrow. 

lL: Well, ask him, ask him that one question . 

MG: Well, I will ask him the one question ... 

AL: fs it knowable? 

MG: Yes, who--------------- ---

AL : ----------------------------- because I know it was. and he knows 1t was. but I 

wonder if, I' ve never, I have never ... 

MG: And I will ask him about the -----------------------------more too because I must get 

more on that. Uh, okay, so then you go to Brussels, we've talked to Hoffman. you then go 

to England and you are seejng the Burmens and the Vines and so on? 

IL: No. no, the Reubens---------------------! cannot remember who I saw except that I 

did go down to see a boat. 

MG: A boat. and you were taken there by whom'! 

IL: I cannot remember, some, maybe --------------------------------

MG: Oh really? 

IL Who drove me down. some, he was an ex-army. 1 can't remember but he had. only 

peripherally, it was kind of an employee of Lange, somebody ... 

MG: Lange, yah, and was to show you the boat so that you would have a sense of where. 

it might land or what it might do; so you had discussions then at that point of a boat load 

of ammunition going down and uh ... 
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AL: I think even at that time I thought it was faintly ridiculous that this lillle boat, you've 

seen, you've seen. there was a ----------------------------------------------------------

MG: Yes. Oh yea, it was less than thirty feet It was sort of twenty-five feet or something. 

AL: Old motor torpedo boar or something. 

MG: The whole iclca ... 

AL: Of getting something down and onto the coast of South Africa was faintly bizarre. 

MG: But, they also had a pJane at one point. 

AL: 1 never -------------------------------------

MG: That's what I understood, but. so you see the boat and you arc supposed to ... oh.----

----------------------------------------------------- . You are supposed, you are 

supposed to see the boat so that you've got an acquaintance with him, and you can teJI 

people in South Africa a little bit and the idea is that it':- gonna go. it hit. the boat sank. I 

believe ... 

AL: I think so. 

MG: There, there, oh, in the marshes? 

AL: And I don't think it even--------------------------------

MG: It never even emerged? What a business! Anyway, so what"s the main impression of 

your Lo ndon trip, uh'! 

AL: My main impression of meeting with Neville, saying we've got to do more. 

MG: Yea, and which iITitated you? 

AL: 1 remember having an argument ------------------------------------------------
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I'm through with you guys. But then Neville and I had afways, al one level there was a lol 

of cotnpetition ... 

MG: Competitjon with Neville. yea. yea, but in another. but in. but in ... 

AL : He couldn't stand anybody else ever having been president of NUSAS, I think+ 

basically. before or after -------- ----------------

MG: Maybe that's, maybe that's why I get on with him relatively well. Um. so you're. so 

do you have a sense of, you've accomplished something. that you came back to South 

Africa and said, hey, things are in good hands. we've got a lot of support ab1·oad, we are 

going to get more money, we are going to get plastics ... 

IL: Probably, probably. 

MG: Yea. that would. might be the---------------------- ------------

lL: Yea. I think J was certainly been -------- ----- ------------ by il. 

MG: Yea, who would you have reported to in Johannesburg? You would have reported 

to someone in Jo'burg, I guess? 

IL: Um, it would have been the National Committee wh_ich would have been ... 

MG: One knows what the hell they were. 

lL: Yah, I think that would have been ... 

MG: Would it have been Baruch? 

IL: Randolf. he was up there. 

MG: Yea, or---------------------------

IL: Cause Randolf was banned you see at one stage- so he could barely move. 

MG; Move, yea. The----------------------? 



IL: --- -- -------------- ------- -----------------, um, when did she die? 

MG: 60, barely a few years later. She died in the 60's. 

IL: She was never arrested was she? 

MG: No. she may have been dead. 

IL: I think she might have been, um, it was fantastic that he got off though, wasn ·t it'? 

MG: Yes, he's, he' s been writing his memoirs apparently for the last twenty o r thirty 

years, but he' s never finished them; so I' m hoping that he' ll give me a copy of it so I can 

deposit it some way rather than it getting lost. But um, you know ... 

IL: But she was always the dynamic ... 

MG: l gather, I'd like you, r d like you, when we've gone through. to get some of your 

i 111 press ions of --------------------------------------------------- -- ---------

IL: Sl1e was--------------------------------------------------

MG: And very smart, clearly, and politically very, pretty sophisticated. Whereas I think he 

was more uh, I think he was probably Jess politically active. 

IL: More practical. He was a photographer, wasn't he? 

MG: Was a photographer, yah, yah. And then what do we get to, we get to. we've really , 

we've covered that one year period that you were in: you were 1n basically for a year. 

IL: Two years. but um 63 was the most active year. 

MG: But then, this all happened in July, .. 

IL: Well, I think I was recruited around about July of 62.,. 

MG: 62? 

IL: And trained and nothing much happened really. 
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MG: Oh. that's right. And then the raids .. 

IL: ----------------------------------------------- in the early part of 64. 

MG: And the raid for July. What was 63 like broadly speaking? Was 1t ---------------

IL: Well , I was doing my honors. l was studying. I was writing hard, um there was more 

training, there was some meetings, there was ... 

MG: Not many more actions though. Did the actions so1t of stan going down? 

lL: Well, I think it was a time when we were all debating it; we had second thoughts . 

MG: Do you remember discussions of U1is sort? 

IL: Yes. whether we should go on. I'm s ure. My coming back from that n·ip to Europe 

helped me to edge people on. Eddy I know at one stage wanted to pull out. 

MG: Who did? 

lL: Eddy. 

MG: Eddy Daniels? 

IL: Yes. 

MG: What would you do with someone who wanted to pull out, what would you, just try 

and encourage them or discouraged them? 

Il,: Yes .-----------------------------------. Hugh wanted to, we all, I think Hugh wanted 

to go to England. um, but I think the important point of 63, there was unce11ainty, it was 

MG: And the uncertainty ... 

IL: And in a sense even in 64 it wasn·t clear it was going to go on. 
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MG: On, yea. Do you think il was petering out by the lime it was .. . 

IL: Hard to remember. Hard to remember. 

MG: Yea. But I mean people must have been wondering I guess after two years, the 

system certainly wasn't ------------------------------

IL: -------------------------------------- -If anything it was getting ... 

MG: IL was getting tougher. 

CL: Yea. 

MG: And um ... 

fL: I don·t know what, yea ... 

MG: Yea, it's hard to. hard to recall that in a sense. So, I mean, broadly speaking. it' s an 

organization that's got a very loose structure es!>entially? 

IL: Very loose structure. 

MG: Very littJe meeting in terms of discussing of strategy. You discussed a lot of logistics. 

but you don 't really talk strategy very much. 

IL: Absolutely. Absolutely. 

MG: But then there comes a point where I gather um. my sense of il is that you were 

urging a sort of a new manifesto and a, and a new name on the group. Is that right? That 

the, the suggestion thal you should be caJled the African Re!>istance Movement came from 

you'? 

IL: l can't remember! 

MG: Um, I have a reference. somewhere or another to that, and that there was a 

manifesto that you might have prepared. 
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IL: We did prepare something, but I don't lhink it was um, we had, there was a flyer which 

we distributed ... 

MG: Yah, and that was 64 I think. 

IL: Was it? 

MG: I think so. 

IL: In Cape Town? 

MG: Yah. 

IL: Nationally, we diE>tributed that? 

MG: Yah. Um, rve never seen a copy of that f think. 

IL: lt was one page, urn ... 

MG : Calling on the people to revolt? 

IL: Yes, and announcing the organization. announcing ---------------------------- -~

MG: That must have been earlier then? 

rL: Would it be earlier? 

MG:------------------------------------------ --------- ----

IL: I remember, I remember Stanley Uys had a copy and he wa~ then a student, 

becau~e he came back to do a degree and he was kind of curious to know where it came 

from . I remember -----------------------------------------------

MG: And he, yea. and he was saying who might have found this thing out. 

IL: Reflecting who it might have been,- --------------------- -------------

MG: Yea, yeah. 

IL: But if there was a manifesto I can' t remember its details. 
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MG: Okay. Now what about the people that you associated with in the ARM, um, was 

there anything that struck you about them or were they, are they such a general group that 

it's almost hard to to generalize, you know, [ mean, who joins organizations like this? r 

mean, does Lyn--------- -------------- join because essentially she was your girl-friend 

at the time? 

IL: Yes, I'm sure. 

MG: Yeah. Was she-----------------------------

IL: No, no, no, she'd been Watson's girJ-fliend. 

MG: Oh. she'd been Watson's girl-friend. Oh, T thought she was your girl-friend. 

IL: Yes. then ... 

MG: Later on ? 

IL: Yes. 

MG: Yah. But she was quite political in her own right then? 

[L: Yes. she was. 

MG: Yah. 

IL: In a quite , not a demonstrative way. 

MG: Is sht still around? 

IL: Yes. 

MG: ln England? 

IL: Yes s he is. 

MG: Do you have an address perhaps? 

IL: Yes I do - -------------------------------
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MG: Oh, I'd Jike to try and get that. Have you, have you kept in touch at all? 

IL: Every sort of two or three years we have a phone call or something. 

MG: Yes. 

1L: Um, um, I' m not sure whether, whether she'd respond. um ... 

MG: She might want to just close this chapter off now? 

IL: Yes, I think she does. When J told her I was writing about this she was quite upset that 

she· d come imo it. 

MG: Oh really? 

IL: So ... 

MG: Yah, has she got a famjly now or'> 

IL: No, no, she was not, no. she didn't marry, she was gay ... 

MG: Oh was she? 

IL: Became gay? 

MG: Became gay and is still gay? 

IL: I think so, I think so. 

MG: J' II wnte to her anyways. 

lL: Urn, I mean, so Lyn, you see Stephanie was kind of quite political and came in ... 

MG: Stephanie was not a communist in those days? 

IL: On the edge. 

MG: On the edge of the CP? 

IL: Yes, urn ... 

MG: What drew her to the ARM. that they were ... 
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IL: First of all. again. I think we were, we were um good friends, um .. 

MG: She was, she was good friends of yours? 

IL: Yes, yes, And Alan too was sort of on the edge. I don ' t know whether he ... 

MG: Alan was ... 

[L: Whether he was playing two ends ... 

MG: I think, yah. l always thought he was a member of the CP. but J.. . 

IL: Yes, yes. l mean we thought he was quite close to it. 

MG: Yah, yah. 

IL: But um, be may have actually been working for the CP ... 

MG: For the CP. and keeping an eye on things. 

IL: Yes. 

MG: Yah. And he w::ts a friend too? 

IL: Yes, yes. l mean we'd been, we'd been at university together----------- -

MG: So the friendships pulled people together as much as anything ... 

IL: Not a lot. but then the friendships in turn were based on physical... 

MG: Yah, of course, initially, yah ... 

IL: And strengths and sympathies. 

MG: In student politics? 

IL: Yes, and Spike too. 

MG: Demonstrations and so on '! 

TL: Spike had been, was a kind of. be was the son of character that would have sawn 

down pylons ... 



MG: Yah, 

lL --------------------------------------------------- 1 hat wonderful wild eccentricity. 

but. .. 

MG: You liked hjm a lot'! 

fL: l I iked Spike----------------------- ---------------

MG: Were you closest to him perhaps of all of them'? 

TL: Yes. I was cettainly more close to him rhan, than um.,. 

MG: Let's say Schneider or ... 

IL: Yes. 

MG: Yah. yah. 

IL: Mike was a very interesting character too. 

MG: wa~ he? 

IL: -·----------------------------------------------------, very uni ... 

MG: Oh really? 

IL: Very a. delightful character. also eccentric. also an eccentric. I don't know how he 

got in. 

MG: Yah. 

IL: Probably thrnugh some Student's Zionist Youth Movement I think, um ... 

MG: I see. there's an interesting connection with that and the whole Johannesbmg bomb 

sLOry and ---------------------------------------- tactics is an area that hasn ·t been explored 

here. that, that mighr have been some influence on. on um, on um Harris. 
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IL: Really? 

MG: Yes. 

IL: That 's the most bizane story of all though, Harris story isn · t it? 

MG: No it's, it's stunning, a tragic death. A most awful tragedy. really awful. Let me just 

go systematically though the the Cape Town people. Where does Vine fit in, he's much 

o lder? 

IL: Vine, Vine is much older; he's a kind of father figure, He's uh ... 

MG: Do people turn to him a lot or? 

IL: Yes ... 

MG: Or is he very distant? 

IL: He's guite distant, but um, we did. we dependent o n him: he was a kind of a key ... 

MG: He must have been in terms of money and stuff. 

IL: Money and age and contacts and ------------------------------------- sorts o f things 

and um , yes, he was, there was enormous affection for Randolf 

MG: Yea. 

IL'. Enormous affec tion . 

MG: There was a lot of respect among the group for ... 

IL: Yes, yes. Oh yes. absolutely. Absolutely. Those that knew him. 

MG: Yea. of course not everybody was. 

IL: No. which was mainly Eddy, um Spike. now how did Spike know him? Eddy, 1\iuke. 

myself. I don ' t think Stephanie or Alan .. . 
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MG: Would have known him particularly, yah. What about Watson? Strange guy you said, 

huh? 

IL: Yes, I kind of quite liked him in a, in a, he was a strange guy; he was obviously a 

loner, an outsider, um, a fitness fanatic. 

MG: Oh, was he? 

lL: Mmm. A fitness fanatic. uh what he wa~ doing ----------------------

MG: Was he seriously pursuing a degree? 

IL: Yes he was studying. So maybe he was------------- ------------------------~--- but I 

never had any sense that that 's what he was up to. 

MG:Mmmm. 

IL: Never had any sense. 

MG: Yah. So no one was particularly close to him, [ mean, 1 suppose apart from Lynn? 

IL: No. Um. I me::in we saw him a lot and, because there wasn ·t much socializing with 

him, no reason, um ... 

MG: He didn't have a South African background for one. So you, and then you never had 

any contact at aJI with the Grahams town crowd, the Brombergers and the Harry Cohen ·s 

and the Lorillo's and so on? 

IL: No, or Natal. 

MG: Well, Lorino would have been Natal , no. 

IL: Yes. 

MG: Was he Natal with David Evans, yah. at that point, yah. But he did have some 

conta<,:t with the Johannesburg people? 
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IL: Yes. 

MG: But lhat would have just been mainly wiLh Higgs and ... 

IL: And Hugh. 

MG: And Hugh. 

IL: I think I knew or sensed that Rosemary was involved. 

MG: Oh, ya, but you never talked to her aboul it? 

CL: r don't think so. I maybe wrong about that, but. .. 

MG; Let's move on then to um you know. the question of looking back on the whole 

damn thing, uh, we are, we've talked about the training which was very sporadic at least... 

[L: It was sporadic. It was good on the technical side. but on the son of organizational 

side I think it was ... 

MG Ve1y poor huh? 

IL: It wa~. 

MG: And then the training wouldn't have involved that much, I mean , you know. it 

doesn·t take that much to know how to put a fuse in there, and crimp it, and tie, you know 

the detonator in. We've talked about money; you don't have much sense of how much 

there was or who the money bags were anyway? 

IL: I had forgotten. till you mentioned it. the Ghana connection. 

MG: Y:ih, you' d heard of that story I presume, yah. 

IL: Yep, yea. 

MG: Yah. Contact at the federal level was kept at a very inform:il level then, you know. 

whoever was on the federal. .. 
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IL: Once every six months ... 

MG: Once every six months at that. at that. .. 

IL: National Committee. 

MG: When you'd have, you'd actually have National Committee meetings which you 

heard about? 

lL: Yea, well I went up to some of them. 

MG: And you went to some of them? 

IL: Yah. 

MG: And again. let me just, a question that I've repeated: those would be all logistical: 

you wouldn · L ~ort of have a discussion on the state of apartheid . what our role is in it ,md 

where we are? 

IL: No. no, If we had it, if we had it I either didn ' t understand or I've forgotten it. 

MG: Yah. yah. 

IL: I... 

MG: See, because a guy like------------------, the reason rm asking this is----

would naturally think that way, wouldn' t he? 

IL: Yes, he would. We met at his house ---- -------------~------

MG: l wonder what his contribution would have been, but, it's just too long ago. 

IL: It is, and I can't remember. r have very little recollection of theoretical djscussions. 

MG: Discussions. yah. 

IL: And you have to remember another thing which is that we. were all -------------------

MG: You were young and atheoretical too. 
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lL: Yes. but also in some sense there wa~ no political science at Cape Town. 

MG: Yah. 

IL: None. So I tmd those around me didn't have any ... 

MG: Didn' t think in those terms. 

lL: There was somebody who mentioned pluralism or behaviournlisrn or, maybe we knew 

about Marxism ----------------------------- ----------------------------------political 

implications, power/class struggle and ---------------------------------------- ---unity 

movement: there was liberal pragmatic -----------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------- came to study political science probably I began to 

understand there ·s a world of theory, analysis and categories 

MG: l know, I know. 

IL: ----------------------------------------------------Wits may have been different; 

there was political cience. Terrence taught something because ... 

MG: Well .. . 

IL: ----------------------------------- -------- --- Pietermaritzburg and Durban. but --------

MG: Very little. 

IL: If you ask me what the deepest. most fundamental theoretical -------------

was, that's what it is. 

MG: Yeah. 

IL: That we weren't trained ... 

MG: To think in those tem1s. 
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lL: To think politically and analyticalJy. 

MG: Yea. 

IL: Baruch and others in Johannesburg who'd been through left organizations, grew up 

with. grew up with it in their pants and they were, ---------------------------------------

political discussion ... 

MG: Or analysis. 

IL: Sure. they were. they were --------------------------------- -------------- but ------

- -- ---------------------- --------- and others I don't know. 

MG: ---------------------------------------------------more action oriented too. Monty is a, 

not a theoretician in the way that Baruch is. And certainly Randolf doesn't think ... 

IL: No, not at all. 

MG: Theoretically in that sense; he·s a, an instinctive liberal and his commitment would 

have been in tern1s of individual freedom I as~ume. 

AL: Sure. 

MG: Sorry, I seem to have cut you off. 

AL: No, l was just saying that l think that that that, if you ask me about the absence of 

any theoretical or strategic thinking in Cape Town, that's as far as I can get. 

MG: Yah, yah 

AL: Either, which we were inducted into or led by us. all I can say is that my recollection 

is--------------------------------------------

MG: ---------- -------------------------------, yah. 

LL: And that is because there actually was very little political science amongst u.s. 
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MG: The group, yeah. 

IL: And that's very Lypical of liberalism; take liberal summer schools, or week-end schools 

or winter schools as they call l11em, there wo uld be ---------------- things like the 

Group Areas Acl.. 

MG: Yah. 

TL: Or um ... 

MG: That's very interesting. yah. 

IL: Or pass laws or education. My recollection of wmter school is that there was nothing 

on the idea of freedom. 

MG: Freedom in a .. . 

IL: Of freedom and equaJity. 

MG: In a, in a racially dominated society, yah, 

IL: Or the role of institutions or c lass. or, nothing. 

MG: Yah. yah. yah. 

IL: I mean if anything today makes m e determined that the discipline political science 

should be important not as an ideological tool but as a learning tool is ---

MG: Of having missed out on all of that? 

fL: Ye. 

MG: Yah, yah. 

IL: Thal now people who have an opponunuy ma way ihm we s tmpJy didn't have. w see 

tbat there's a difference between a class analysis and a----------------------------------- and 

what i t.Ii implications are going to be. Which makes more sense under most circumstances. 



whether you're in Hong Kong or whether you're in Paraguay or whether you're in 

Preston. How do you make sense of this work. 

MG: And you can't just do it by accepting in, you know in some unexamined, some. 

under-examined fundamental premises, you know. 

IL: You 're blind, you' re blind. you' re unless you---------- ---------------------- ---------

MG: My guess is that probably Herson would say. it's a guess, that lhnL was the biggest 

weakness as well, and that was probably very frustrating for him because probably people 

didn' t know whal the hell he was talking about, always suspicious of it anyway. And that 

might have heen really a problem for him. Let's look now at two new, two areas, 

problems. internal problems if any and what went wrong overall. looking back and then l 

thought I' d get into sort of some of the police stuff and so on. Um, we've looked at 

organizational internal problems, urn, the concreteness that you were talking about, um. 

overall if you look back on it, any thoughts on what you think you know, when ... 

IL: Nothing, I mean I can't remember if it was a kind of a major organizational problem, 

--------------------------------------- there were people who let you down 

-------------------------------------------but .. . 

MG: That's gonna happen anyway. 

IL: That's life, il happens at the cabinet office. 

MG: Yea. 

IL: Some --------------------didn ' I show up, they were late ... 

MG: Well. that was student politics anyway. 



IL: Exactly, exaclly, and I, I, I, my overwhelming sense of. L mean who have someone like 

Spike who wasn't quite as dedicated, he was more of a, a adventurer and you have 

somebody like myself who just was so um, I suppose really confused deep down. but I 

was just driven by the need to get things done without any understanding and between 

those two, you can imagine that we said --------------------- --------but, but, but, It was, 

was urn, I can't remember any kind of major problems in the organization ---------------

MG: But didn't seem to affect people that much. T mean no one said hey we should be 

having weekJy cell meetings the way the communists do. and monthly regional meetings 

and ... 

IL: I don't re cal I.. 

MG: And bi-yearly you know, nothing'' 

IL: No, l mean 1 can remember for example in lhat kind of, but not that direct maybe, but 

one could say, could remember for example saying to Randolf ------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------ -----lt was that feeling of. yeah, 

but it worked, 

MG: Yea. 

IL: For aJI intensive purposes it worked extraordinarily well... 

MG: For a long time actually. Amazingly long time given its amateurisms. What about 

recruitment, do you think you made mistakes in the way you recruited people and was 

there ever a time when you said hey, we've got to really expand, we should have another 

cell, let's get moving? 
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IL: I can' t remember that. 

MG: Yeah. But you have a sense that the recruitment was .. . 

IL: How could you ----------------------------------------

MG: How do you recruit people? 

IL: How do you recmit people? You can only recruit people from people that you trust. 

- ---- ------------------------------------------that you a_re recruiting your friends. You 

can't go up to somebody in the street and say, pppst. do you want to throw some 

dynamite, um ... 

MG: And you think that was okay. I mean l'mjust wondering whether that was the 

chink in the armor? 

IL: I don ' t think it was a chink in the armor. lf it was, that wasn' t the chink that would 

have done us. The chink in the armor was me! 

MG: Once you were imprisoned? 

IL: WeU, und I had a small piece of paper in my flat which should have been, which is. the 

document. 

MG: Oh, whaL you were just saying. the document on , do you think if that piece of paper 

hadn't been there it would have made a huge difference? 

IL: Nothing would have happened. They wouldn' t have .. . 

MG: Why, why were they pounding on your door? 

IL: Because there was. there were a hundred and fifty people that they were, they were 

um, they were. it was a long UsL they'd been raids going on every two or three months, 

lhese national raid .... 
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MG: Mmm, they were jusl pulling people in'J 

IL: And tryjng to find out what was going on, and now and again they'd pick me 

somebody. lf, if they'd been nothing in that. if that piece of paper not been there they 

would have taken some NUSAS stuff, they would have taken some banned books or 

something. but I would ----------------------------------------------------------------------

------- ------------------------------. J t was that document... 

MG: That really ... 

IL: That document. .. 

MG: Eerie thought. And so on that basis they pulled you in and preceded Lo hold you for 

a hundred and eighty days --------------- -------------------

IL: Indeed, as soon as we were inside he said what's this? 

MG: Mmm. 

fL : That was it~ it was that, that. ... 

MG: If they hadn't have picked you, were there other people who were equal, who might 

equally have had stuff found on them? 

IL: The only, no, the only person who would have it was Lyn: they wouldn't have known, 

she wouldn't have been on the list at all. 

MG: At a.JI. 

IL: Yea-------------------------------------------------------- ---------------

MG: ----------------------------- ---------------------- ---------------bur 1r was only that she 

was at your flat and that they ... 
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IL: But then they mighL have been wondering ---------------------------------

- ------who she was and stuff. 

MG: Yea, yea, yea. There are all sorts of stories about people. I don't know whether this 

comes from a novel or not, or from Jonty's novel, of people changing license plates in 

broad daylight; have you heard any of those stories? Um, it has jumped back into my mind 

and I may not, I may be confusing this with. with the novel that Jonty put together. Um, 

so I may. I may really be wrong on that. Um, but over, it's very interesting that overall 

looking back, um, there are not that many things that organizationally you would have 

done differently. really? 

LL: Yea. 

MG: How good were the police once you were jn jail? 

IL: We ll , what do you mean by good? 

MG: Did they seem to have known a lot or was ... 

IL: No. they knew bugger all , 

MG: They knew bugger all bout the organization you think? They knew it existed? 

IL: Yes. but they didn 'L.. 

MG: Did they try and put you in connection with the ARM or weren't they sure what the 

hell you were? 

IL: How do you mean? When? 

MG: Well, they discover a document that says something about explosives and so on. they 

didn't immediately say. hey. we know you are the ... 

IL: Then they' <l found all the stµff. 
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MG: Oh, of course. that· s right, yah, and then they got, they found --------------------

lL: Then there were all the documents. And then there were the names, the code names: 

who's this, who's this, who's this? 

MG: Where did that list of code names come from'? 

IL: That was in the documents with um. um. 

MG: Who had those documents? 

IL: Lyn, in her fiat. 

MG: Lyn had a documenL all the documents with the code names on them? 

IL: Uh- huh. Just code narnes------ ---------------------------------

MG: Why wouJd she have kept something like that? 

TL: 1 don· t know why we kept them, um .. . 

MG: Because he clearly knew the name:. .. . 

TL: Maybe it was just bureaucratic obsession. 

MG: Yah, yah, or fear, forgetfulness or something of that sort. 

fL Without thinking it though , no. 

MG: Do you remember any of those code names any rnore? 

IL: ---- --------------------------------------------- there was Luke and Matthew 

and Mark and ... 

MG: And John. Who were they, because I've seen references to them in the occasional... 

IL: I can barely remember who I was, I think I was either Luke or Mark or, Luke 1 think 

was ... 
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MG: You were Mark? 

IL: l was Mark and Luke was Mike Schneider. Hugh may have been Malthew and so on. 

MG: And John. yah. 

IL: John l know maybe ----------- -------------

MG: What would Randolf have been? 

IL: l can' t... 

MG: Yea. I ' ve seen some ... 

TL: So there· s that sort of ... 

MG: Sure ... 

IL: Stuff. 

MG: Yea. So its the ------------------------- from Lyn that was really the most rich in all 

of this . 

IL: But Lyn took it to Mike's flat , you know that story? 

MG: No. I don't. Lyn just managed to get into Mike's place: they ha<l followed her and 

watched; he put it in the garage. 

MG: She. she lOok the detonators and all the material? 

IL: Yes. it was just in two brown suitcases. 

MG: Yes. 

IL: He put the m in there and then he lOok them off to -----------------------------------

MG: They probably followed her? 

IL: Probably foJlowed her; certainly followed her. Saw where she took them ... 

MG: And she handed them to Mike who was there, and said the police have just picked 
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IL: Yes, and I was with Adrian, so they were going to check my p lace; they' d taken my 

address,---------------------------------- the stuff here. Mike puts chem in his ... 

MG: In his garage'! 

IL: Yes. she goes home; I don't think she's picked up immediately. They then got to the 

flat, Mike's flat, this is the story I've heard, ring the be 11, Mike comes to the door, they'd 

never seen him, so they don' t know wha1 he looks like and said we've come to see Mr, 

Schneider, is he in? He says which one and they say Mike --------------------------

MG: Mike. 

IL: And he says hang on that's my brother. Come tn. 1'11 go and get him. And they come 

in. he sits them down and --------------------------------goes out of the back door and he 

splib. 

MG: Right that irunute? That was very fast thinking. Extraordinary. Extraordinary. 

Extraordinary. 

IL: That'~ the story I've heard. 

MG: Yes. 

IL: And that's absolutely -------------------------------------------, tbar s mature, 

that's smart , that's professionalism. 

MG: Yah. yah. yah. Very, very fast thinkjng. 

IL: Mike, Randolf? 

MG: Very sharp thinking. Watson, how did Watson leave? No. you haven·t heard any 

stories about him. and you've never heard anything more about him? 
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IL: Spoke to him once in London, he phoned me. 

MG: He phoned you? 

IL: Yes. 

MG: What year would that have heen? 

IL: Shortly after I arrived, 65. 

MG: 65? And called to ask how you were and ? 

IL: Yes, and wanted me to meet somebody, ajoumal1st, a Canadian Journalist who was 

doing things for h.im. 

MG: You don't remember the journalist's name? 

IL: Yea. it will come back in a minute: it's a Jewish name, um .. . 

MG: lt wasn't-------------------- ------- o r Mything like that? 

IL: No. anyway. but. .. 

MG: And then you never, and you clidn ' t meet the journalist? 

lL: Not, no. 

MG: Why did he want you to mee t him, to taJk about the ARM'! 

IL: I don' t know what it was. 

MG: Yea. Djd he say at that time what he was doing? 

IL: No, I don ' t think so. I've heard on rumors that he'd been sort of. he was----- -------

------for the ANC or? 

MG: Oh really, yah, yah, but that's the lase you' ve heard really, is the 60s, yah, yah, 1haL's 

amazing, that' s interesting. 

IL:-------------------------------------------



MG: Sure. So Mike get::. out and Randolf gets out, what about, and they've picked up. 

they pick up Stephanie pretty soon and they pick up Alan ... 

IL: It was a while before they picked up ------------------

MG: lt was a week or two. right? 

IL: Yes. 

MG: And they picked up Spike then at the NUS AS congress. 

IL: Yes. 

MG: That was a few days 1 think after ------------ -------------imprisoned. 

IL: Yes. that's right. that's right. It must have been a Monday. 

MG: Yah. 

IL: I was a arrested o n a Sunday morning. 

MG: Uh~huh. 

IL: Yes. 

MG: And you never saw any of the other~ when you were in prison, you were kept strictly 

segregated from them? 

IL: Yes, I caught sight of Stephanie at one stage. 

MG: But you heard nothing else, you were in complete isolation? 

IL: Yes. 

MG: Did your parents ever visit you or anything like that'.? 

IL: Yah, my father was down to see me earlier on. 

MG: Just, that's it, for a short visit? 

IL: Yah. 
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MG: Was that very tough on you? 

IL: Yes. yes, lOugh on him too. 

MG: And very tough on him obviously, yah, yah. And then you had these terribly hellish 

days in the uh, when you suddenly realized you were not going to be able to hold up if 

they, if they hammer you'? 

IL: Well. you can reason in that sense. Saturday, nothing happened. They came. asked me 

some questions. I gave them some fairly bllllshitting answers about this piece of paper. 

Sunday I think they find the suitcases. 

MG: Oh it's Sunday that they've gone finally faro the garage or, or they find them, they've 

gone to Snyder by this point? 

IL: Yes, it was Saturday. Satllrday afternoon o r Sunday. 

MG: Yah, yah. 

IL: They then arrest Lyn. They take me to see Lyn. They say she must talk, will you tell 

her to talk. 

MG: And you are facing poor Lyn? 

IL: Yes. 

MG: What do you say to her? 

JL: Um. I can ·r remember. 

MG: Yah, what does one say. 

IL: What does one say. they have the smff. 

MG: Yah. 



IL: And then they of course sent me back to the cell. and then Sunday night, that was the. 

it must have been Sunday night, they came at about 8 O 'clock. in the evening, and then 

took me up, that's, they must have found it late Sunday afternoon. Sunday. Um, took me 

up to the interrogation rooms and um. said well what's, what is it, who are these people? 

What are these names? 

MG: Mmmm. And they .showed you the code names then'? 

IL: They showed me the code names, showed me the suitcases, do you know all thts, did 

you see. I said I didn · t know anything about it and they said we are coming to you later, 

and that ----------------------------------------------

MG: It must be scary as hell. It must just be too unbearable. 

(L: lt really was. I'm sure other people------------------------------- ----------

MG: l would think most people -----------------------------

IL: And they did; they came midnight. 

MG: Yeah. They are psychologically very astute. Who was the guy who interrogated 

you'? 

IL: Uh, a man called Yan Dyke. 

MG: Yan Dyke? 

IL:----------------- Van Dyke. 

MG: Oh, shit, he is a total swine; he is the guy I think who kicked Lorina all over the 

place when he was interrogated. A big man right? 

IL: Yea, tall. thin . guy with---·------------------------

MG: Yea. 
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IL: And a man called Rousseau . 

MG: They were both involved in the Loritto investigations as well.. yah. 

IL: -------------------------------And there were various -----------------------------

MG: Sure. And that was, so you were basically alone after that, you never saw Kemp or 

------------------------- or any of the other ARM people until you saw them at the trials'! 

IL: Yah. I think I saw Spike once. l remember seeing Lyn once. 

MG: Did you get any legal advise during all of this? Were you. right lo a lawyer? 

IL: No, right before the trials, right before the trials. ------------- -- -------------------

MG: But you·d already made up your mind, you were going to give-------------

evidence? 

IL: No, no, no. r mean you can read il in that-------------·------------------·------. 

MG: Oh, all right. 

IL: The night that... 

MG: In the mid-night? 

IL: I cracked chat night. Well , I think 1 might have cracked the moment the cell door 

slammed in some sense. 

MG: You suddenly felt totally powerless? 

IL: Yea, I was our, I mean, what the hell was 1 domg. lr wasn· l supposed to be like this. 

And that's my------------------sense. The door is not going to open. I'm not going, not 

gonna do a, 
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MG: The magic·s over. 

IL: The magic was over. Yea, I couldn't escape, because that would be part of the 

fantasy, that you are jn, that you escape and • 

MG: -------------------------------------

lL: ----------------------------

MG: The sheets ... 

IL: Yeah, so at that moment, that... 

MG: You remember this still clearly? 

IL: Like it was yesterday. -----------------------------------------------------------------

before there was any beatmg up. before any real threats, the moment that door... 

MG: Closes ... 

IL: I think something in me said------------------------------------------------------------

1 remember thinking that all you have to do is just hold out for a couple of days, you'll 

be .. . 

TAPE #2 

SIDE A OF TAPE 

MG: This is side three of the taped. interview with Adrian Leftwich. Urn. so you can 

remember trus really very, very cleanly? 

IL: That I can remember clearly , then I cracked, l mentioned Spike, a couple of other 

people ... 

MG: Ami you gave them some names? 

IL Yes. 
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MG: Did you try and hold back at this point'! 

IL: Oh yes, yes, I mean the idea was to hold back---------------------------

MG: ------------------------------------------------------------

IL: l. I mean if there was any rational behind it, it was that they would have been the first 

to have known about my arrest, therefore would have been the first theoretically. to go. 

But, that might just be --------------------------------------------------------------

MG: Yah, sure. 

IL: And then slowly it just. ----------------------- ------------ um for the first... 

MG: Did they ever keep pushing you. We want more information; we want more? 

IL: Yes. who is this, who is this, and then I could get away with it about Johannesburg 

and Durban and East London because I could --------- -------------------- ----------------

MG: Yah. 

IL: Then came the Harris part. 

MG: And then things changed again very radically? 

IL: Then they came in one night. 3 O'clock in the morning and they said twenty-five 

people had died in Johannesburg,-------------------------------- -------------------- --

1 mean that 's --------------------------------- the moment that I won't forget; he said 

twenty-five people died, ------------------------------------------------------------------------

MG: Oh no! Oh no! 

rL: Then, then, then I, um .. 
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MG: The panic just came back agajn_ 

IL: ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------- ------------. One thing I remember is not simply being abJe to 

control a ~ingle muscle. 

MG: Jesus Christ! 

IL: I mean, you know, they say that when people are executed. their bowels collapse. 

MG: Yah. yah. 

IL:------------------------------------------------------------------

MG: And you could understand that. 

(L: Ab~olutely, you just have a feeling that, and I think ... 

MG: And it's so uncontrollable , isn't it? 

IL: That was when lhc names of Hugh and others came up. Because they were a.round for 

what three weeks. four weeks? 

MG: Yes. at least 

IL: And I thought, well, they'd have gone by now. 

MG: Oh. so you were making these calculations about. .. 

lL: But, I mean I was calculating, then when they came in and said g ive us these names; 

that was just, l'll do anything, I'll do anything ... 

MG: Just don·t,just don't hang me. 

lL: Throw the rope around my neck, whatever you say, and from lhcn on ------------------
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MO: What about the, did you realize they were lying about the bombs at all; well, it didn't 

matter, did it? 

lL: No. it didn't matter, there was nothing ... 

MO: [t d idn't matter whether one died. or twenty-five--------------- - ----- --------------

IL:------------------------------------------------------------------------

MG: They probably did, yah, because there were twenty-two that were injured, 

IL: Right. 

MO: WeJJ, they were going to play games with you too. 

lL: Whatever. It was uh, I suppose ----------------------------------- if Lhere had been 

anything left then there was nothing----------------------- ---

MG: Well. when you, boy! LeL me go on another--------, when you were uh. when you 

were giving evidence uh, were they interested in all the kind of stuff I' ve asked you about 

as well, uh. orgaJ1ization, action, they just wanted names, huh? 

IL: -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

MG: That' s i t. So they wanted to know about the actions. but they didn't give a shit about 

anything else really'? 

fL: No. 

MO: They didn't a~k whether you had an ideology, wheLher, what kind of organization 

you had ... 

IL: No. 

MG: No intere~t in that. They just wanted ... 
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IL: They wanted facts; I was recruited into the organization ----------------------------

MG: Such and such people and um, etc., etc., etc. What about at the trial. were you, 

again, the same kinds of things came out, when you--------------------------------, you 

had to say yah, [ was with so and so on such and such a mountain, and it was very 

straight, very , very factual in that sense, yah. 

IL: Yea. 

MG : A hell of a story. 

IL: There was a journalist called Gordon -------------------

MG: Yes, who wrote a book --------------------------------

IL: Yes, in that he"s got some references to the ARM in which he claims the police had 

penelrated it. 

MG: r ve seen that at the end of the book; I've been meaning to write to him. to, he says 

he· s got those in his possession still. 

IL: Yes, I think it would be worth trying because I don·t believe it's \rue. 

MG: You don' t think those documents exist? 

IL: No. If they'd penetrated us then they would have been able to wind us up ... 

MG: Pronto. 

IL: Pronto. 

MG: They wouldn' t have had to go through some kind of a big charade? 

lL: And they wouldn't have had to put pressure on me and then somebody else a.ntl then 

they get the names, it would have been, and who would that person have been? It would 
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have been Wutson. Watson would have known. It would have been Randolf would have 

known, it would have been Eddy----------------------me, --------------- -----------------

MG: They could have used him as a witness? It wasn·t Watson. clearly because he's, 

IL: No! 

MG: Because he's. you know, he's disappeared into the -------------- here . And 

IL: I don·t be lieve, I mean, I'd be quite happy to. to change my mind because l do not 

believe that they had penetrated ----------------------

MG: Actually penelrated, yah, sure . But I mean it" s quite possible though. l think. I must 

Jook at the document again: I think he says something that they did .some major analytical 

studies of the ARM and CONTACT and groups like that. 

IL: Maybe. 

MG: And I' m, l ' mjust wondered who the hell would do that for the police; I suppose 

they bad people who were relatively sophisticated and do, could do a political analys is~ but 

I think some of the studies, one of the studies came afterwards. There is supposed to for 

instance be a study that refers to CIA funding that came indirectly, indirectly to 

CONTACT. without the CONT ACT people knowing. There is supposed to be that kind 

of document around and I've heard that the UNISA, the um. the Pretoria University 

documentation center may have that, and rm going to try and check that out. 

IL: Well, no knowing, but ----------------------when I read that book I thought, Lhut 

would be an interesting document to get a hold of. 
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MG: To get a hold of, yah. Well, I'm going to cry; I'll certainly try. 

IL: In chat book it said that he ' d gone to Ireland, I don' t know ... 

MG: Yea. That' s right. They said that he's living in Ireland. Um, we've covered the, what 

shall I ask about the trials'! It must have been pretty awful ; you' d see your comrades there 

and you JUSt, by then you just made your decision. You were going to live, in a way, bub? 

Is that fair? 

IL: Absolutely. 

MG: You weren't going to do what Harris did'! 

IL: I couldn't do, I mean 1 thought l was going to be---- ---------------------------------

---------------------------- and couldn ' t. I just, thought of that... 

MG: And it was just unbearable? 

IL: 1 couldn · t, I just. that was it, and I just ---------------------------------------

MG: You paid your price too, in a lot of ways I suppose. I hope you'll continue writing, I 

mean it's therapeutic. Have you kept any contacts with any of the others or have you got 

a lot of negative stuff over the years? Have people been nasty? 

IL: Never directly nasty, um, Randolf has always been good. 

MG: He's always been good? 

IL: Always 

MG: He ' s never. .. 

IL: He's never. .. 

MG: Never, a good, good Christian? 



IL: He was always. I mean he wasn ' t, he·s always been open to communication. 1 wrote 

to, I wrote to Hugh. I wrote to Alan Brooks,--------------------------------- with those 

two: I wrote to Eddy, 1 was in touch with Eddy----------------------------. I was in touch 

with Hugh when he was in p1ison. not directly but through-------------------

MG: Were you getting actually letters to him? 

IL: No, I couldn't get letters to him. I got letters to ------------------------------------ who 

was visitjng him and he would sometimes reply back, bt1t he was never very positive ------

---------------------------------------- - And then l wrote to him before he ----------------

----- ------------------- -------- ------ ------------------] never had anything back from 

them, there was a man called -----------------

MG: Martin ------------------

lL: ------------------------------, who had no connection with the 

organization but he's a .. . 

MG: He ·s a mad man! 

IL: Well, Leo Cooper, remember Leo Cooper. the sociology teacher? 

MG: Yes, sure 

lL: Um, weli there was a Jong complicated, this is not----------- ------------, but um, 

MG: Well, I mean it's-------------------------------------- ------------

LONG INTERRUPTION 

MG: Ends the interviews with Adrian Leftwich. 
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